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At this point, Zara banks said to Charlie: “Benevolence, your intentions are good, Zara
understands!”

The top giants of modern society are in fact no different from the emperors and nobles of
feudal society.

The internal operating mechanism of each family is exactly the same as the royal family of a
feudal dynasty.

In such a special environment, it is not age or seniority that determines status, but title and
rights.

Before choosing who is the prince, the princes are basically equal in principle, but there are
slight differences because of the differences between the elders and the young.

However, even the eldest son is just the elder brother of other princes, but he is still of the
same generation as the other princes. When the other princes see him, it is impossible for
them to worship him three times.

However, once someone becomes a prince and inherits the Datong, all other princes, whether
it is his brother or younger brother, will behave as monarchs and fully obey his orders when
they see him.

This is the difference between monarchs and ministers.

The same goes for Zara banks now.

Fitz Banks is now the brother of her one-naughty compatriot.

But once Zara banks inherits the Banks Family, Fitz Banks is her courtier, and everything must
be her head.

Even the father of the two, Zayen, is the same.

Therefore, although Charlie left the lives of Zayne and Fitz Banks and his son, he must wait
for Zara banks to inherit the Banks Family before releasing them to freedom.

Because he believes in his own vision, Zara banks is different from the rest of the Banks
Family, and will never do anything to avenge revenge, so as long as she is in charge of the
Banks Family, he doesn’t have to worry about what Zayne and Fitz Banks can play. By tricks.

Zara banks also understood Charlie’s intention.

Therefore, at this moment, the gratitude in her heart for Charlie has been further sublimated.



Charlie said to her at this time: “So many things have happened in the Banks Family, Lord
Banks’s pressure should be almost unbearable. What you have to do next is to gradually let
him release more power and resources to you. , And gradually strengthen your right to speak
in the Banks Family.”

Zara banks said: “Grandpa must be very dissatisfied with me now, I think he will definitely be
on guard for me in the future…”

“So what?” Charlie smiled slightly and said: “In my opinion, his current core demands are two,
one is that he doesn’t want to hand over power, and the other is that he doesn’t want the
Banks Family to split or go downhill. “

“To put it bluntly, the former is that he wants to ensure that his rights in the Banks Family will
not be threatened when he is alive, and the latter is that he hopes that after his death who
has worked hard, can continue to pass on.”

“Although he must have a lot of dissatisfaction with you in his heart, if you consider the future
of the Banks Family, he can’t find a better heir than you.”

“He is almost 80 years old, and he has a life span of more than ten to twenty years left when
he is full. Of this, half of the time may be completely paralyzed in bed, unable to move or even
lose the ability to think.”

“Therefore, he can really hold the power of the Banks Family and take charge of the lifeline of
the Banks Family for only a few years. If in these few years, he does not find a capable
successor as soon as possible and help him consolidate his inheritance status, then Once he
has passed these years, the entire Banks Family will begin to fall apart. By then, he will most
likely be lying in a hospital bed, witnessing the Banks Family being torn apart and even killing
each other.”

“If you have the opportunity, you have to make him recognize this reality, and ask him if you
are willing to ruin the Banks Family’s decades of foundation for the joy of these last few
years!”

Zara banks said, “Good benefactor, Zara understands! Thank you!”

…

Just when Zara banks realized Charlie’s hard work, Stefanie Sun just finished the last dress
rehearsal.

On the stage, she repeated all the songs to be sung at tomorrow night’s concert three times,
but fortunately, she didn’t need to sing hard, because the main purpose of rehearsal was to
confirm all the procedures and details of the performance, especially He is a dancer in lighting,
sound, stage art and live accompaniment of the band and dancers.
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